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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 03, 2017 8:59 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:

After Wednesday morning’s euphoric US equities response to President Trump’s ‘conciliatory’
productive discussion of his plans and their potential benefits for the US economy and
society, the natural more challenging phase set in from Thursday morning.
That is not much of a surprise, as after the very strong ‘general’ ideas laid out by the suddenly
‘very Presidential’ Trump, the Republicans are back to bickering over the ‘specifics’ of many
aspects of the Trump program. The exact nature of the healthcare reforms, budgetary
considerations, whether the proposed military buildup is enough and other aspects are back
under the magnifying glass.
Add to that the extreme accusations and demands the Democrats are pushing in the wake of
Attorney General Sessions’ admitting he had in fact had a few select meetings with the
Russian ambassador, and there is reason for pause. However, that term aptly sums it up: a
‘pause’ in what has been a very aggressive bull trend since the US election (more below.)
This is (still) the critical consideration:
Due to sustained aggressive increases in weekly MA-41 (as it loses old lower Closes from the
early 2016 selloff) March S&P 500 future extended weekly Oscillator levels are back to moving
up roughly $8 each week. Most important at present is the extended weekly Oscillator
resistance above the 2,300 area rose to the 2,347-52 range this week. So it will be support
again into next week when it moves up to the 2,355-60 range with congestion above it around
the 2,370 area it has dropped back near on the current reaction.
As it has continued to rally from near-term support, the ultimate Oscillator threshold was up
into the 2,377-82 range (weekly MA-41 plus 190-195) this week, rising to 2,385-90 next week
that was already challenged on Wednesday. It is important to note that this sort of Oscillator
threshold has only been seen at extreme extensions like early April 1998. However, even if it
stalls it does not necessarily need to turn bearish. It can evolve into a churning bull with more
downside reactions in between new highs, as occurred from 1999 into 2000.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest analysis and Market Observations write-
up at www.rohr-blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. Market Observations are
available to Gold and Platinum subscribers.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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